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The coNNecTiViTy oF The urBAN lANdscAPe
mobile phones and the approach to shared space
Finding someone on a known path in space and 
time: calling my wife on her mobile phone when 
she is on her way home from the railway station. 
“Where are you now?”  “i am just by the church” 
“ok, see you outside the mall in a minute!”. 
Making verbal references coincide with real 
positions: Meeting downtown. Two guys at a 
crossroads, i can see both looking in all di-
rections and talking on their phones, but only 
hear one of them. “Where are you, shouldn’t 
we meet at X?” [---] “Well, i don’t see you!” 
[---] “By the café? oh, now i see you!”
spatial misunderstandings: A couple outside an inner city apartment house, calling 
the hostess to localise the party. “Well, now we are here!” “Welcome, just come 
inside!”  ”But where is the party, your windows look so dark.” “Just walk around the 
house and you will find the entrance!” “Around the house, you mean on next street?” 
“Next street!?” And so the conversation continues until they suddenly become aware 
that they are actually in completely different places. The couple were in the city but 
the party is held in a small countryside village.
Testing the relations between mediated and real 
space: Joking, playing with presence by calling 
someone although you already see him or her 
approaching.
Meeting face to face and via the mobile: A group of youngsters at an open-air café, 
one of them calling an absent friend, trying to convince him do join them. When the 
attempt does not succeed, the phone instead is circulated around the table, just another 
way for their friend to be present at the table.
strategic overview and coordination tactics: Anarchists’ liaison central at the  
gothenburg riots. A group of demonstrators tried to coordinate anarchist actions from 
an apartment by calling their friends in the streets using mobile phones. Their liaison 
activity was considered to be a serious crime. The demonstrating crowds are not 
supposed to be organised in that sense – coordination by phone or radio is part of the 
state monopoly of violence.
how to meet friends in downtown Karlstad: in the old days we said “let’s meet in front of Vero Moda” (the 
flashy shop defining the absolute city centre). Now it is just “let’s call each other when we get downtown!”
combining local knowledge and 
verbal instructions: guiding a visi-
tor by making him or her describe 
their whereabouts over the phone.
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do	other	nodes,	so	far	hidden	in	the	back	country	of	the	urban	
landscape,	become	more	available?
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meeting in shared space     












































































































































































































































































































research	projects	Agora – cities for People,	financed	by	the	
EU,	and	The Potential of Public Space to Transgress the Boun-
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